Element
Automated entity management solution for greater quality, control and efficiency
Key features
Element is a web-enabled application that supports the end-to-end corporate compliance
process, offering due date and task tracking, and automated project management and
document generation.
Whether used in a fully or partially outsourcing environment, or in-house, Element offers:
• Centrally managed corporate database
• Calendar with automated due date tracking, task and project management capabilities
• Intuitive library for document storage with extensive search functionality
• Interactive dashboard for better insight and status checking
• Organisation charts
• Full audit trail, with all the data remaining in one system
A consistent, global methodology can:
• Streamline project timelines, and align resources
• Improve quality and control of data, through built-in quality checks
• Balance and manage risk, by eliminating manual intervention

Who can benefit?
• Multinationals or national groups of
companies with multiple entities
• Other companies seeking to:
•
Ease the administrative burden
of corporate compliance
•
Reduce costs
•
Mitigate risk
•
Increase control
•
Ensure full compliance at all
times

Why now?
Ensuring timely, global compliance is a
significant challenge, as regulatory change is
common and sanctions for non-compliance
can be severe.
Automation of the corporate compliance
process may lead to better management of
risk, mitigation of directors’ liability and
increased efficiency, and may offer potential
opportunities to pro-actively manage overall
corporate housekeeping.

Element helps manage complexity and risk, giving control
and insight into the corporate compliance process

Why Laga?
• Element incorporates our experience and
knowledge of central delivery of complex
corporate compliance services.
• Legal departments must achieve more
with less. Entity increases efficiency,
improves control, and increases the
quality of the corporate compliance
process.
• Diligent corporate compliance can help
manage risk efficiently, and allow
resources to focus on other business
objectives.
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A top legal practice in Belgium, Laga is a full service business law firm, highly recommended by the most authoritative legal guides. Laga comprises approximately 140 qualified lawyers, based in Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent and Kortrijk. Laga
offers expert advice in the fields of banking & finance, commercial, corporate/M&A, employment, IT/IP, public/administrative, insolvency and reorganisations, real estate, tax law, tax and legal services for high-net-worth families and
individuals (Greenille by Laga), and litigation. Where appropriate to ensure a seamless and comprehensive high-quality service, Laga lawyers work closely with financial, assurance and advisory, tax and consulting specialists, and with select
EU and US law firms.
Laga provides thorough and practical solutions tailored to the needs of clients ranging from multinational companies, national large and medium-sized enterprises, and financial institutions, to government bodies.
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